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CALL FOR PAPERS

Nuance is part of a scholarly lexicon that anthropologists value and propagate in their research, signaling subtlety in
communication and layers of meaning in thick description. Nuance in data collection and in model building are performed
conceptually through reference to multiplicity, depth, complexity, contingency, detail, evidence, and shades of difference.
A good ethnographic argument is attuned to the nuances of both subjects and objects, one that both problematizes and
complicates. Given the centrality of nuanced thought in contemporary anthropology, it seems that any book, paper, or
presentation without it leaves itself open to easy critique. While nuance makes for good scholarship, it is important, however,
to interrogate it as a category. What are the assumptions implicit in the privileging of nuance?

Nuance cannot claim total ubiquity amid the world’s communicative forms. Some modes value truncation, eschewing
nuance in favor of speed, replicability, and affective impact. Aphorisms, soundbites, tweets, infographics, and other short-
form media rarely allow for nuance, the carefulness or hedging that takes time to express. Political protests, policy debates,
and ethical considerations often depend upon a sidestepping of nuanced debate in order to promote necessary, immediate
action. How is nuance negotiated in policy and law? What kinds of knowledge may be produced in the amplitude of the
blunt, the loud, or the polemic? Is there a space for this style of argumentation within the academy?

This year, UCI’s 8th Annual Anthropology Graduate Student Conference sets out to interrogate the epistemological
proclivity of anthropologists’ privileging of nuance. The conference aims to address nuance in two capacities, (1) as an
epistemological and performative communicative strategy and (2) as a category we encounter in our fields and amongst our
interlocutors. Where does nuance lie beyond the rhetorical domain? If we are willing to explore the notion that there might
be nuanced objects, feelings, practices, places, and collectivities—not just nuanced arguments, statements or
conversations—then how might one experience nuance? How do we, as anthropologists, position ourselves between
ethnographic detail and abstract theorization? To what extent should we equate ethnographic detail with theoretical
sophistication? When and why do we hedge our arguments?

We invite ethnographic and anthropological papers that explore these and other aspects of nuance as object, category, or
method:

• What does nuance generate? What does it obscure?

• What is the relationship between nuance and visual representation? Between nuance and the quantitative? Between
nuance and the politics of identity?

• What kinds of labor go into the production of nuance?

• What kinds of labor work to scale nuance from particular contexts to broad discussions, decisions, and actions?

• Is it possible to capture complexity without nuance?

• What kinds of persuasive work does nuance perform in fields like science, ethnography, or poetics?

• What are the implications of anthropologists deploying nuance in their fields?

• Is there an ethics of nuance?

Dr. Adriana Petryna (University of Pennsylvania) will deliver the conference keynote address on Friday, April 1.

SUBMISSION DETAIL

Abstract submission should be 500 words or less, mailed by January 20, 2016 to anthropologyintransit@gmail.com.
Please indicate on your submission whether you would prefer a 7-minute slot or a 15-minute slot for presentation. Also
include your name, affiliation, progress in graduate school, and 3-5 keywords. Field experience is desired but not
necessary for consideration. Accommodation will be provided for graduate student presenters.


